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Malaysia’s Umno
survival
mode

in

Umno itself faces the rise of an unprecedented number of
young and more urbanised voters who have little appetite for
neither its old-style racial politics nor its ersatz Islamism
by Johan Saravanamuttu

acial sentiments ran
high, tears flowed, the
rhetoric became warlike,
13th May’s ghost was
resurrected and even God was invoked during the 66th United
Malays National Organisation
(Umno)’s convention which

R

wound to its close on the first day
of December 2012. Gearing up for
the ‘mother of all elections’ due to
be held within months, Umno
leaders were striking out a posture of solidarity and rallying the
troops. However, belying the
pomp, decibels and camaraderie
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was an undertone of the dominant political party of Malaysia
losing much of its ‘mojo’ and
somewhat in a survival mode.
Milling around the convention
premises and listening to the emotionally charged speeches of del-
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mode.
Umno simply cannot cope with the arrival of New
Politics in Malaysia. In our back-cover story Francis
Loh says the party continues to manipulate ethnoreligious issues to delay the emergence of a New
Politics associated with justice, equality and freedom and the push towards a more democratic twoparty system.
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egates, one could not but palpably sense that Umno was a party
under siege. Umno, as the political engineer of the unbroken 50plus-year rule of the Barisan
Nasional (BN), may indeed have
been responsible for the loss of the
ruling coalition’s customary twothirds majority of seats in Parliament and five state governments
in the 2008 general election, its
worst electoral outing to date.
The fact that the Umno’s President
Najib Razak, who is also the
Prime Minister, has held back
from calling a general election up
until today suggests that Umno
and its coalition partners continue to have doubts that their
performance in the forthcoming
election would be up to par. The
window to call the election closes
completely on 28 April 2013 by
which time the government would
have served out its maximum term
of five years. The Election Commission would then have the option to hold the election within
two months.

Thinkable
opposition
win?
On the final day of the Assembly,
Umno president Najib Razak
vowed to win back the two-thirds
majority of seats in Parliament but
all indications are that the BN will
fall short in the upcoming election.
Serious political analysts see the
BN winning only a simple majority of the 222 parliamentary seats
up for contest and unlikely to
wrest back all the state governments of Penang, Kedah,
Kelantan and Selangor lost in
2008. Moreover, it may stand the
chance of losing Perak, which
was turned over when three
Pakatan Rakyat (People Alliance)

law-makers hopped out of the
opposition coalition in February
2009.
Umno’s 79 seats constitute about
36 per cent of the total number
won by the BN and if its peninsula coalition partners MCA, MIC
and Gerakan fail to retain their
current hold on 20 seats, this
could spell real trouble. Further
haemorrhaging could occur in
Sabah and Sarawak, where nonUmno coalition parties hold 41
seats for the BN. Indeed, if things
turn out much worse than before,
the scenario of an Opposition win
is not unthinkable.
The argument advanced in this
article is that Umno and its partners in BN have lost its “firstmover-advantage” as the ruling
coalition in Malaysia for the last
five decades or more and now
faces decreasing returns on institutional arrangements and processes that it has pioneered, particularly when a new successful
player, in this case, the PR, enters
the scene. (For an exposition of
the notion of increasing returns in
path-dependent analysis, see Paul
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Pierson, “Increasing Returns,
Path Dependence, and the Study
of Politics,” The American Political
Science Review 94, no. 2 (June 2000):
251-267.)
This scenario has been given credence because the PR has been
gaining ground in Sarawak and
Sabah since 2008, the two solid
stronghold states of the BN. In the
April 2011 state election in
Sarawak, the PR won a total of 15
seats which could well translate
into six to eight parliamentary
seats in the coming GE 13. In
Sabah, two BN MPs, Lajim Ukin
of Umno and Wilfred Bumburing
of Upko, left their respective parties in July 2012 and have set up a
PR-friendly entity. Earlier in 2009,
the SAPP, led by former Chief
Minister Yong Teck Lee, also
weaned itself out of the BN. The
BN’s total of 140 seats could well
decrease significantly given these
developments.
But what about Umno itself,
would it able to retain its current
share of seats or increase them?
Why does the party convention of
2012 evince an unmistakable tinge

State

1995

1999

2004

2008

Change 04-08

Perlis

31.5

43.8

36.3

39.9

+3.6

Kedah

35.3

44.2

40.2

53.2

+13.0

Kelantan

56.7

60.9

48.7

55.0

+6.3

Terengganu

45.4

58.7

43.6

44.7

+1.1

of defensiveness and insecurity?

Umno’s

predicament

To understand Umno’s current
predicament, it will be necessary
to backtrack to 2008. Umno held a
little over half the Malay ground
in terms of popular votes and
seats in 2008. One estimate put
Malay support for the BN at some
58 per cent. The BN itself won just
over 50 per cent of the popular
vote. It is hard to actually accurately measure the percentage of
Malay support for Umno throughout the country but on the basis of
Umno’s performance contra that
of the Islamic party, Pas, in the
Muslim heartland of the East
Coast and the northern Malay
states of the Peninsula, one could
venture some more fine-grain interpretations of the Malay vote.

east Asia, Vol. 34, No. 1, 2012,
p.105.)
Perlis has remained an Umno
stronghold but even so there has
been a slippage of 3.6 per cent of
votes. The slippage in Kedah was
particularly evident and this saw
the government change for the
first time to the PR. In terms of
popular votes in Terengganu, the
margin of change in the last election was low after a surge in 1999.
The chances are that in the 13th
GE, Kelantan will remain firmly
in Pas’ grip and unless there is a
reverse swing of votes in Kedah,
it will remain under Pas leadership as well. There would be a
distinct
possibility
for
Terengganu to be back in the embrace of Pas.
After an unprecedented 16 by-

Umno’s slippage in retaining
Malay support has been evident
over the years with the concomitant rising presence of Pas. An
additional element is the PKR
presence in the more urban Malay
areas. The table below shows the
percentage of votes won by parliamentary candidates of the Opposition (mainly Pas and PKR) in
Perlis, Kedah, Kelantan and
Terengganu from 1995-2008. (Extracted from table in Johan
Saravanamuttu, “Twin Coalition
Politics in Malaysia since 2008: A
Path Dependent Framing and
Analysis” Contemporary SouthAliran Monthly : Vol.32(10) Page 5

elections held after the 2008 GE, it
has been ‘even stevens’ between
BN and the PR. This suggests that
BN-PR strengths have largely remained unchanged and that the
two-coalition system has continued to track.
One particular by-election illustrating the weakness of Umno visà-vis Pas was the contest over
Bukit Gantang, a parliamentary
constituency with an electorate of
55,471 voters lying on the outskirts of Taiping town. A former
stronghold of Umno, it passed
into Pas’ hands at the 2008 election, the Islamic party capturing
a credible majority of 1,566 votes.
The death of the Pas assemblyman forced the 7 April 2009 byelection which saw the charismatic Nizar Jamaluddin take on
Umno’s Ismail Safian.

In the event Nizar, the deposed
Menteri Besar of Perak, won the
seat with an increased majority of
2,789. An analysis by Pas showed
that Nizar may have won only 43
per cent of the Malay votes. The
results showed that the more rural areas of Trong gave Umno a
majority of votes while the more
urban regions around Sepang,
Bukit Gantang proper and Kuala
Sepetang gave Nizar sizeable
majorities. Nizar won the seat by
capturing a sizable portion of the
Malay votes, but in Malaysian
politics today, this is a necessary
but not a sufficient condition for
success. Nizar had to win the
non-Malay votes by a good margin and he did.
Thus, in particular constituencies,
non-Malay voters have become
kingmakers whenever the Malay
vote is split down the middle. It
was clear that Nizar swept the
non-Malay, mostly Chinese votes,
sometimes to the tune of 80 per
cent. A field trip to Kuala
Sepatang (formerly Port Weld),
provided the author with the distinct impression that the Chinese
fishing community seemed totally
supportive of Nizar, who in his
short tenure as Chief Minister had
legalised Temporary Operating
Licence (TOL) land to Chinese
farmers and other tenants.
For a comparison, let us now turn
to the Tenang by-election in Johor
held on 30 January 2011. This 14th
by-election witnessed a resurgence of voter support for Umno,
but fell short of the 5,000 vote majority that it had expected. Umno
took the seat by a majority of 3,707,
some 1,200 more than what it
gained during 2008 with a voter
turnout of 9,833, which is only 67
per cent of the electorate. Wide-

spread flooding in the constituency during voting day accounted
for the low voter turnout.
Tenang practically exhibits the
peninsular template of MalayChinese-Indian distribution (4938-12, and 1 per cent “others”)
and its result was seen by some
as a barometer of the state of play
in Malaysian electoral politics.
The Umno candidate Azahar
Ibrahim may have swept more
than 80 per cent of the Malay vote.
The Pas challenger, Normala
Sudirman, evidently won the Chinese vote, but the numbers may
have shrunk somewhat since
2008. This was thought to be because of the low voter turnout
among the Chinese. She was able
only to win a majority in the 95
per cent Chinese polling area of
Labis Tengah but lost in Labis
Timor and in Labis Station, which
had lower Chinese percentages.
The DAP claim is that she still
picked up the majority of Chinese
votes. DAP publicity chief Tony
Pua suggested that Umno’s
Azahar Ibrahim received 83.3 per
cent of Malay votes, up four percentage points from 2008. This
was helped by an 81 per cent turn
out by Malay voters. The Indian
vote also went to BN, but the community had a low 40 per cent turnout. The by-election was marred
by massive flooding and many
voters had to be ferried to polling
stations in police boats.
The Tenang by-election result was
already predictable before voting
day and only the margin of victory was at issue. As such, the interesting points to be made concern the different styles, tactics
and approach to by-elections of
Malaysia’s twin coalition system:
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Umno clearly optimized on a strategy of using its copious resources
and electoral machinery with
great effect, while Pas floundered
under the weight of Umno’s monopoly of state resources.
The by-election outcomes beg the
question of what is animating
politics on the ground today and
here is where we could turn to the
recent Umno assembly for some
pointers. ( BN went on to win the
final two by-elections on 6 March
2011 in Malacca, namely, in the
state seats of Merlimau and
Kerdau, previously held by
Umno. The Electoral Commission
ruled in April 2011 that they
would be no further by-elections
as three years had elapsed since
the last election.)
A considerable amount of time
and energy was devoted by delegates to pillorying and mocking
Pas for its inability of fulfilling its
promise of an Islamic state and
watering down its agenda to that
of a negara berkebajikan (welfare
state) because of the objection of
its alliance partner DAP. Thus
Umno continues to target Pas as
its main opponent. The delegate
from Perlis, a religious scholar,
Fathul Bari, played two video
clips of the recent Pas convention,
showing PasS spiritual leader
Nik Aziz leading a prayer calling
for Umno’s destruction and allegedly dubbing Umno members as
murtad (apostates). The Umno delegates jeered loudly, evidently
scandalised by Tok Guru’s venom
for the party.
But herein also lies Umno’s Achilles heel; constituted originally as
basically a secularist political
party, it has increasingly been
forced to meet the challenge of

Pas’ Islamist politics and so far it
has fared rather poorly. The more
religious Muslims who support
Pas consider Umno’s attempts to
be ersatz.

tative Islamic party, has begun to
take on more progressive agendas
and stances on contemporary issues.

A
The contestation of Umno with
Pas on the Islamic terrain has to
be understood in the context of
Pas’ relentless critique of Umno
as a corrupt, unethical party and
one incapable of implementing
Islamic values and policies.
Umno’s riposte has been merely
to up the ante on its own Islamic
credentials. All Umno prime ministers since Mahathir have attempted to implement a host of
Islamisation policies, recruited
religious scholars and proponents into the party, and have
termed Malaysia an “Islamic
state”.
Under Najib, the government has
introduced the notion of
wasatiyyah (moderation) which
inter alia accepts the presence of
other faiths but without putting
them on par with Islam. Najib in
speeches before and during this
assembly openly rejected the notions of “liberalism” and “religious pluralism”. Delegates during the assembly attacked Pas for
supporting LGBT (Lesbian-GayBisexual-Transgender) rights and
pointed to Pas’ support of Bersih
chairperson Ambiga Sreenivasan
as evidence of this. (Ambiga, also
a former Bar Council President,
was slotted to chair a session to
discuss LGTB rights in the
Seksualiti Merdeka Festival in
November 2011. The festival was
stopped by the government.)
It is of supreme irony that Umno,
the erstwhile Malay secularist
party now postures itself as an
Islamist party while Pas, the pu-

defensive

Umno

A defensive Umno has evidently
moved beyond its familiar attack
of non-Malays – symbolised by
the ‘keris rattling’ of Umno Youth
– to a more frontal confrontation
with its religious foe Pas. Put differently, Umno’s polemical terrain appears to have shifted one
remove beyond its preoccupation
with the notion of ketuanan Melayu
(Malay supremacy).
This said, Malay supremacy still
reared its head and remained as
an important trope of the latest
Umno assembly. It was clearly
invoked in the speeches of the
women’s chief, Shahrizat Abdul
Jalil, and deputy youth leader
Reezal Merican Nainan Merican.
One spun out the familiar threat
to non-Malays of the possible recurrence of a May 13 event should
Umno lose the Malay vote while
the other famously announced
that Umno was a party anointed
by God.
On a more defensive plane, a
young delegate representing the
Umno clubs abroad struck a resonance with all and sundry when
he started to sing a Biro Tata
Negara (BTN) propaganda song
lamenting the surrender of indigenous lands and possessions to
foreign occupiers. (BTN or the
National Civics Bureau organises
orientation programmes for
Malay students and civil servants.)
But the tear-jerking episode conveyed a subliminal message that
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Umno Malays have lost sight of
the multi-racial politics advocated by its traditional leaders
such as Tunku Abdul Rahman
and Tun Abdul Razak. Without
doubt, the Umno deputy youth
leader Reezal Merican took racial
politics to a new high when he
implied that the Malays were
God’s chosen people.
Predictably, the Umno’s president opening address emphasised
the crucial character of the 13th
GE for the party’s future and its
survival and he alluded to the significance of the 2.9m new voters.
Again, this suggests that Umno is
not at all confident that it has captured the youth vote. Indeed,
young people were conspicuous
by their low attendance at the
Umno assembly. Some 10 or so
Umno overseas club members
were visible and the Puteri Umno
(young women’s wing) were
clearly outnumbered by the Umno
makciks and pakciks (older folk).
Speeches by Puteri representatives were underwhelming and
drew little fire.
The president’s speech was devoid of new policies as he trotted
out the successes of his policies of

video:http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=QJaAcBA_E5g&)

economic, political and governmental transformation. There was
no mention of how the government
has addressed the egregious problems of corruption and crime. He
clearly avoided any reference to
the cyber rumblings that linked
the first family to a land deal involving the Ministry of Defence
alleged by one Deepak Jaikishan.
Defence Minister Ahmad Zahid
also demurred responding to the
Deepak allegations. (At the point
of writing, Deepak, a businessman and carpet dealer, has sued
Selangor Umno women’s leader
Raja Ropiaah Abdullah’s company Awan Megah for breach of
contract and for allegedly cheating him of millions of ringgit.
Awan Megah was awarded a
RM100m privatisation project to
set up an intelligence centre by
the Defence Minister, it was alleged. Deepak had also intimated
that he was responsible for the
recanting of a statutory declaration by private investigator
Balasubramanian which had
stated that Najib Razak had a relationship with the murdered
Mongolian woman Altantuya
Shaariibuu (See The Malaysian Insider, 30 November, 2012, and a
Free Malaysia Today interview on

Najib’s 45-minute concluding
speech provided hints of the problems afflicting the party. He spoke
of finding “winnable candidates”,
the problem of “saboteurs” and
chose to praise in the same breath
both ex-premiers Mahathir and
Abdullah Badawi, known to be in
different Umno camps. Further
cyber noise from former Inspector
General of Police Musa Hassan
that the Home Minister had interfered in his handling of arrests of
persons of standing over criminal
activities also failed to draw any
strong
response
from
Hishammuddin Hussein, the
minister in question. With the goings-on inside and outside the
party, there were more than
enough suggestions that the party
was faction-ridden.
More tellingly, certain personalities appeared likely to be dropped
as candidates in the coming GE.
It has been common knowledge
for a long time that the Umno
Youth Chief Khairy Jamaluddin,
Abdullah’s son-in-law, may not
be selected to defend his Rembau
seat because of alleged blocking
by Mahathir, who would like to
see his own son Mukhriz rise in
the party hierarchy. There have
also been incessant rumours circulating that Deputy President
Muhyiddin was ‘plotting’ for the
president himself to under-perform in the GE, while Najib’s
cousin, vice president Hishammuddin, awaits a leg-up to the
next level should Muhyiddin falter.

Conclusion
As the 66th Umno Assembly con-
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cluded and the impending 13th
General Election looms large,
Malaysia’s de facto ruling party
may not be able to find the means
to check its path-dependent decline. After more than five decades
of unparalleled success in helming Malaysia save for a hiccup in
1969, it now faces the prospect of
a possible loss of control of the federal government following the disastrous electoral outcome of
2008.
Path-dependent decline has even
been more evident in its coalition
partners, the MCA and Gerakan,
two Chinese-based parties which
have lost their historical advantage to the DAP. Leadership problems and haemorrhaging in the
MIC has meant a splintering of the
Indian vote mostly mopped up by
the Opposition front. Other coalition partners in Sabah and
Sarawak have fared much better
up till now but some decline is
evident in last year’s state election
in Sarawak and in recent party
defections in Sabah.
Umno itself faces the rise of an
unprecedented number of young
and more urbanised voters who
have little appetite for neither its
old-style racial politics nor its ersatz Islamism. Furthermore, factionalism within the party leadership despite an outward show
of solidarity is bound to affect its
effectiveness in securing desired
electoral outcomes. q

Johan Saravanamuttu is
Senior Visiting Research
Fellow at the Institute of
South East Asian Studies
(ISEAS), Singapore.

ETHNIC RELATIONS

Can
Malaysia
relinquish
communal
governance?
If Malaysians are determined to get out of this communal rut,
we have to learn to respect each other, individually and as
communities of various ethnicity and faiths
by Angeline Loh

I

n our current political environment, Malaysians are becoming more aware of what
we tend to term, ‘racism’.

No doubt, since 13 May 1969, the word was one
confined to whispers, as was discussion of the topic
that was mainly more open, behind closed doors.
Yet, every now and then, the topic would emerge in
verbal expression about an apparent incidence of
race discrimination, by those who felt victimised in
this way.
Since the implementation of the New Economic
Policy (NEP/DEB), the practice of affirmative action in favour of “bumiputra” made the system of
privileges more visible, where selective ‘positive discrimination’ virtually became the unquestionable
norm. Within this environment, those who came
under the select category (bumiputra) but seemed to
be sidelined, and those excluded (non-bumiputra)
from the select category, carried on with compressed
lips to maintain the peace and harmony of toleration in the national interest. The subject of race discrimination became altogether taboo. [Bumiputra i.e.
Orang Asal, and indigenous peoples of Sarawak
and Sabah were more publicised by the mainstream
media only recently since 2008. They had been neglected and exploited by the current administration
that has dominated government for the past 49 years
since Malaysia was formed in 1963.]
It was a peaceful toleration imposed with suppression of dissent. Could we call this, peace or har-
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mony in our multiracial society? Such was the peace
of autocracy and dictatorship prevalent in most of
Asia and Africa after World War II when imperialist empires crumbled and native
nationalistic feelings ran high
for independence and sovereignty. Malaya, like some other
British colonised territories was
left with pockets of migrant minorities, living outside the traditional system established by
the indigenous rulers, but administered by British colonial
authorities. There seemed no
bridge between the two systems.
The British never encouraged
assimilation.
Many potentially sovereign nations in Southeast Asia had to
wrench independence out of the
hands of colonial powers that came from Western
Europe, with the exception of Japan which greatest
influence was achieved economically after the war.
[Japan had a policy of colonisation through conquest, particularly on the Chinese mainland but also
towards Korea and Russia for a long time. The issue
was taken up at the war crimes trials in Tokyo after
WWII.]
Malaya, however, was picking itself up and seemed
to be undecided on the question of independence.
Different factions advocated different political solutions for the future. Yet, overall, there appears to
have been a feeling of ‘wait-and-see-when-the-Britscome-back’ (according to most conventional historical accounts). No specific body could claim to spearhead a popular united mobilisation towards independence or liberation from colonial rule, as was
happening, for example, in Indonesia and Philippines. Malaya had no acknowledged popular de facto
leadership to lead the charge towards independence.

Communal

survival

With this kind of segmented political history, it was
inevitable that communalism became the mechanism of communal survival. It hung mainly on who
the former colonial government would favour as
allies they could work with, to hammer out some
kind of independence arrangement for a future sov-

ereign nation. It looked like the British colonial divide-and-rule tactic had succeeded too well in this
country. Obtaining independence was hailed by all
as an achievement; yet it turned
out to be more of an achievement for some than for others.
What had not been done in this
country was the exploration of
political, economic and social
options under varied ideologies to shape the future nation.
No real discussion ensued from
the anticipation of independence except the question of the
position of the Malay rulers
and elite, who were the usual
negotiators with the Colonial
authorities.
In contrast, an intellectual renaissance occurred in China in
the early 20th century with the New Culture Movement (the May 4th Movement, 1919),when China
was threatened with fragmentation by western imperialist powers and Qing government reform attempts failed, causing it to flounder in political quicksand. Intellectuals like Hu Shih held public discussions on pragmatism, Sun Yat-sen on republicanism and nationalism, whilst Mao Zedong looked to
the Soviet Union for inspiration, but invented his
own brand of communism to suit his vision for
China. These ‘new’ ideas emerged as China searched
for a viable ideology to protect its sovereignty and
independence from imperialist encroachment and
division of the nation.
Malaya in contrast, faced two extremes i.e. absolute
monarchy of the sultans – the traditional set up of
governance in the Malay states, and authoritarian
communism, at that time, the newly adopted populist political system in China, the Soviet Union and
its allies in Eastern Europe. The British in collaboration with the elite Malay ruling class installed a
system of constitutional monarchy over a system of
parliamentary democracy, a variation of what they
had in the UK.
Nevertheless, this was only the framework around
which other alternative systems could operate, as
in Britain today. Perhaps, this was the middle path
to maintain the monarchy, appeasing the rulers of
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the Malay states and the Malay elite, but leaving an
open end for populists’ choice of government, hopefully, keeping democracy intact. What the Colonial
authorities seemed to overlook was that the indigenous population had never known or experienced
any other system of government apart from monarchical rule under the sultans and colonial rule. Both
these systems were not exactly democratic. They had
never experienced democracy as such and were ignorant of the nature of democracy in the British
sense.

Little

thought

Despite their privileges and open opportunities to
learn from experience overseas, some of the Malay
elites seemed to give the questions of government
and governance of a sovereign nation less serious
consideration than self-interested enjoyment and
profit. Onn Jaafar was an exception, who was subsequently ostracised by Umno for his supposedly
British-influenced ideas. Onn Jaafar perhaps understood the basic need for unity and equality in forming a nation better than many of his compatriots.
Those from the Communists factions who also aspired to Malayan independence were sidelined and
subsequently suppressed by the British with the
support of the Malayan leaders they favoured.
In the Cold War aftermath (1947 -1991) of World
War II, the British interest lay in maintaining close
links with their victorious western war allies; thus
nurturing leaders of anticipated independent nations like Malaya was not their business. What mattered was the rebuilding of war-torn Europe and
protection of Western political and military interests against the Soviet Union and its bloc of eastern
partners.
The post-Second World War period also saw the
official formation of the United Nations in 1945 and
the UN General Assembly that passed Resolution
1514, Declaration on the Granting of Independence
to Colonial Territories and Peoples in 1960, intended
to free territories from colonial domination with a
right of self-determination. Therefore, it was in
Britain’s interest to be seen as justly handing over
independence to an erstwhile colony to fend for itself, whilst concentrating on the British bid to become a world power.

tial irresponsibility of the Malay elite in establishing a communally divided independent nation. Basically, few amongst the initial leaders of this country made an effort to think of its future as a united
multiracial nation or showed interest in the daunting task of bringing cohesion to an initially divided
multiracial society. The fault also lies with those
who wanted to keep an iron hold on power indefinitely, through race and religious politics.

Shared

struggle

From this historical background of popular ignorance and inexperience of democracy or any alternative systems to unite Malaysia’s multiracial population in a spirit of fraternity beyond mere tolerance,
we have much to learn. Still, at this point in time,
when freedom of speech is selectively curtailed and
the more destructive and divisive elements in society are encouraged in their mission to cause unease
and suspicion amongst the rakyat, hope lies in unifying for change. But, for how long?
If Malaysians are determined to get out of this communal rut, we have to learn to respect each other,
individually and as communities of various
ethnicity and faiths. We must grow out of giving
way to impulsive reactions to irrational and false
perceptions and generalisations regarding the ethnic profile of others. We must learn to ask intelligent
and educated questions, without prejudging a situation. Growing up is a difficult process - adolescence being one of the hardest to cope with. Yet, that
is possibly where we are, and we must not be defensive or discouraged by what we do not understand
or know.
The will to learn and the determination to mature
does not stop at common difficulties but must
struggle through this painful process to make the
dream of justice, peace and unity a reality. With the
realisation of a shared struggle in condemning corruption, ethnic and religious aggravation, and campaigning for a true democracy as one people, a milestone has been reached. But there are many more
along the way before arriving at our destination of
true unity and appreciation of being the people of a
united nation, called Malaysia. q
Angeline Loh is an Aliran executive committee member.
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TRANSPORT

An alternative vision for
transport in Malaysia
We need to bring together a coalition of individuals and
groups who are committed to sustainable public transport
and put it on the national agenda
by Jeyakumar Devaraj
he transport system in Malaysia is in a terrible mess. It is expensive, polluting, unsustainable and is causing serious congestions and frequent jams in our major urban
centres; it is manifestly inefficient on top of its other
shortcomings! We shall look at these shortcomings
a little later. But first lets take a look at some pertinent figures.

T

There were a total of 600,123 new cars sold in Malaysia in 2011 (StarBiz 12 May 2012, article quoting
Malaysian Automobile Association statistics). Our
per capita cars sales are high for a developing country though not as high as the rates in Europe and
the USA. The table below summarises the figures In a reply to a question posed by Ngeh Koo Ham,
the Member of Parliament for Beruas, the Minister
of transport said that there were 21m registered vehicles in Malaysia as of August 2011. The break-

down by type of vehicle given by the Minister is
reflected in the Table below.

Table Two:
Registered Vehicles in Malaysia 2011
Category of
Vehicle

Number

Motorbikes

9.84 million

Motorcars

8.49 million

Lorries

0.63 million

Vans

0.61 million

Jeeps

0.45 million

Pick-ups

0.33 million

Buses

0.06 million (57,458)

Table One: Per Capita Car Sales in 2011
Country /Region

Population

Car sales in 2011

Car sales per
1000 population

Malaysia

27 million

600,123

22.2

European Union

503.8 million

19.2 million2

38.1

USA

313.8 million

12.76 million2

40.7

China

1300 million

15.5 million2

11.9
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The shortcomings
approach
to

of M a l a y s i a ’ s
transportation

Expense
Of the 600,000 cars sold in Malaysia in 2011, 179,989
were Perodua models and another 158,657 were Proton models (StarBiz 12 May 2012). These two producers made up 56 percent of total car sales for 2011.
This means that the remaining 44 percent or 261,477
were imported. As 110,000 APs (Approval Permits)
were given out for vehicular imports in 2011, we
can assume that 151,000 units of foreign models
assembled in Malaysia (termed CKD – completely
knocked down) were bought by Malaysians in 2011,
while 110,000 units of fully assembled cars (CBU –
completely built units) were imported into Malaysia in 2011.

Financial burden on poorer families
Nor Mohamed b Yakcop, a Minister in the Prime
Minister’s Department, said in a speech in Parliament on 24 October 2011 that 40 percent of Malaysian families have a monthly household income of
less than RM2300 (Hansard, Malaysian Parliament.
24 October 2011, Pages 113 and 118). Another 20
percent of Malaysian families have household incomes of between RM2,300 and RM3,000 per month
ie 60% of Malaysian families have a household income of less than RM3,000 per month.
But many of these families own cars – perhaps not
new ones, but the much cheaper second-hand variety. And they do so because they do not have choice.
The family needs to go places, and in the absence of
an efficient public transport system, the private car
becomes a necessity for even poorer families.

What does this mean in terms of dollars and cents?
151,000 locally assembled foreign models. If we assume an importation price of RM50,000 per unit on
the average, that works out to 151,000 units x
RM50,000 = RM7,550,000,000. ie RM7.5bn.
The 110,000 foreign models imported fully assembled would have cost more per unit. If we can
assume RM100,000 per unit on the average, the outflow of Malaysian currency due to these purchases
would be 110,000 units x RM100,000 =
RM11,000,000,000 or RM11bn.
These are obviously very rough calculations, but
what they establish is that there is a significant outflow of foreign exchange – in the order of RM1020bn per year - due to purchases of foreign cars.
Cars need fuel to run, obviously. If we assume that
the 9.88m cars, vans, jeeps and pick-ups on Malaysian roads each use an average of RM100 of fuel per
month, the cost for a year is 9.88m x RM100 x 12
months = 11,856m or RM11.8bn per year. (In comparison the total Penang government state budget
is only about RM1,300m or RM1.3bn.
The other huge expense is the cost of highways and
bridges – the second link in Penang, the Outer Ring
Road being planned for Penang – all being built in
desperation to partially resolve the problem of congestion and traffic jams.

But second-hand cars can be expensive as they need
periodic maintenance. And then there is the cost of
road tax, insurance and of course petrol. All these
expenses put a strain on the finances of these families, diverting income away from other crucial needs.
Greenhouse gas emissions
The table below gives the breakdown of energy consumption of different sectors of the Malaysian
economy in 2010 as estimated by the Malaysian
Energy Commission.

Table Three:
Energy consumption in Malaysia 2010
Sector

Power Stations

Energy Use in
kilo tonnes
oil equivalent
33,294

Percentage of
total energy use
50.5%

Residential

718

Commercial

1,722

Industrial

8,621

13.1%

Transport

16,809

25.5%

Agriculture
Total
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1,050
65,910

If we wish to reduce our carbon footprint, we have
to look seriously at power generation and transport
which together contribute 76 percent of our carbon
dioxide emissions. According to Wikipedia, efficiencies of transport in Japan in 1999 were 68kWh
for a personal car, 19kWh for a bus and 6kWh for
rail per 100p-km (to transport 100 persons for 1km,
or 1 person for 100 km).
Damage to our urban environment
Private cars have put our cities under duress – the
roads are dusty and congested, and there is a smell
of exhaust fumes in the air. There is insufficient space
to park leading to double parking and further congestion. In an attempt to ease congestion, elevated
highways are built, but these serious reduce the
quality of air and life in the corridor adjacent to these
highways. How much nicer it would be if we could
have small parks and grow trees in the spaces that
we now reserve as car parks!

• Public transportation should be regarded as a
public good – something that cannot be left to
profit-driven corporations - as part of the “commons” which should be provided at affordable
rates to the general public.
• The management of the transport system of a city
or district should be by a collective, comprising
transport workers, elected local government representatives and members of the public. It should
have built-in mechanisms to obtain complaints
and feedback from users.
• Our cities would become more liveable when traffic congestion is alleviated, parking areas are
freed up for recreation or for growing trees and/
or other plants, streets are closed off to traffic so
that they can be pedestrian malls and the bicycles
can once again be safely used to move about in
the city.
The obstacles that have to be overcome

Jams are a daily feature and time to travel to and
from work is two or even three times longer than it
should be. Life is, as a whole, more stressful – but it
need not be so!
A greener, sustainable vision for transportation in
Malaysia
An environmental friendly, sustainable, less expensive transport system, would have the following features:
• A good network of bus and train routes within
our cities and towns and in between our cities. A
system relying on buses is much less costly to
implement as it would use the existing roads.
Urban train systems are more than 100 times
more expensive to develop. (Interview with Jaime
Lerner, former mayor of Curitiba, Sierra). Cities
such as Curitiba, Brazil are examples that we
can learn from if we decide to implement a busbased public transport system.
• Decongestion of our roads by a mixture of zoning laws and economic disincentives to driving
private cars e.g. the road tax could go up, the cost
of petrol should be allowed to rise, higher
charges should be imposed for parking, toll
should be charged for entering urban centres.

It would be naïve to act as if all that is needed is to
propose a reasonable masterplan for transport. Such
a position is like the proverbial ostrich as it refuses
to acknowledge the powerful interests that want to
maintain the existing dysfunctional system that we
have at present. These interests include
Our local car manufacturers - Proton claims that it is
only using 41 percent of capacity (Starbiz, 31 October 2012). The corporate interests investing in Proton and Perodua would not be enamoured with proposals to downgrade private transport, and they
belong to the 1 percent who have good access to the
people in power!
The importers of cars - both the CKD (assembled in Malaysia) and the CBU (brought in fully assembled) - There
were 110,000 approved permits given in 2011 for
the import of foreign cars with a fee of RM10,000 per
AP. It would be safe to assume that the AP holder
will mark up the price of the cars he brings in by
about RM30,000 per unit. That works out to 110,000
x RM30,000 = RM3,300,000,000 or RM3.3bn – just
for acting as an importing agent! Surely the agents
would oppose measures that reduce the demand
for foreign cars. The CKD importers have invested
in car assembly plants in Malaysia; they would be
very unhappy if overall car sales in Malaysia are
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driven down by a conscious policy of the government.
Toll operators - They are making huge profits at
present. According to an answer to a question put
by the Pas MP from Jerai, Kedah on 8 March 2011,
the Minister of Public Works informed Parliament
that the total profits for the toll concessionaires in
2009 and 2010 were RM3.8bn and RM4.2bn respectively. I don’t think that anyone will dispute that
these toll concessionaires are very close to the parties in government at present. We have to assume
that they have a strong lobby in the corridors of
power!
Petrol station owners - A switch away from the private motorcar would see their sales and income
drop!
The intellectually impaired government planners who
still harbour the delusion that the ‘free market’ is the best
and most efficient allocator of goods and services (including public goods such as education, health and transportation!) - This neoliberal myth that has been indoctrinated into the minds of many government
planners all over the world seriously impairs their
capacity to plan in a rational manner!

determined in Putrajaya. This has nothing to do with
transport efficiency but everything to do with payoffs for political supporters!
A large percentage of the ordinary people who believe
that one only actualises oneself if able to follow the American model of consumption – and this includes the twocars-per-family model - This is the most crucial group,
for we need to win them over to the side of sustainable transport if we wish to move forward!

The

way

forward

We need to bring together a coalition of individuals
and groups who are committed to the concept of
sustainable public transport system and who are
prepared to stay together and undertake an ongoing campaign to educate the Malaysian public.
We need to put public transport on the national
agenda. People have to face facts – climate change
is a reality, and the present trajectory of our transportation system is clearly not sustainable and is
making our cities unliveable! We need more environmentally friendly modes of transport. We need
to develop a consensus among the people that we
need to change from a private car-based model to
public transport.
We need to decentralise the management of our transport systems
to city and district levels. The
present concentration of decision-making power in Putrajaya
is inefficient and ridiculous!
We need a change of federal government to one that is less arrogant, not so tied in with the 1 percent who are benefiting from the
present arrangement of transportation in Malaysia and more
open to new ideas and inputs
from civil society. q

Those who are misusing their control over the transport
system to award permits, licences and projects to their
family members and political cronies - At present the
Licensing Board for Commercial Vehicles is under
the Prime Minister’s Department in Putrajaya. Permits for bus routes in Gua Musang, Kelantan are

Dr Jeyakumar Devaraj, an Aliran member,
is the Member of Parliament for Sungai
Siput.
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BOOK REVIEW

Master photographers:
The Professor and The Doctor
Penang has in Ismail Hashim and Ooi Cheng Ghee two black
and white photographers par excellence
by Cecil Rajendra
n this digital age with its
emphasis on clamour
and colour, it is extremely rare to find one
good black and white photographer anywhere; to find two exceptional black and white cameramen working on the same island
at the same time, is nothing short
of miraculous. Yet Penang, with
its uncanny knack of being able
to constantly surprise - both in art
and politics - has in Ismail
Hashim and Ooi Cheng Ghee
thrown up two black and white
photographers par excellence.

I

Besides being close buddies, the
pair share many common denominators: both are die-hard
Penangites; both have an abiding,
if somewhat old-fashioned, faith
in black and white photography;
both have passion for perfection;
and both are partial to a glass of
Shiraz.
However, each has his own distinctive vision.
Now within the space of one year,
each has been honoured with a
major solo exhibition and a
complementary coffee-table book
featuring a section of their oeuvre.
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Ismail Hashim (fondly referred to
as Prof” in local coffee shops) was
accorded the rare honour of a
Restrospective exhibition by the
Penang State Art Gallery at the
end of 2010. The exhibition, if
somewhat poorly curated, was a
powerful testament to the breadth
and scope of Ismail’s work.
Stretching back from his early
paintings, graphic designs for
Aliran covers and IOCU (International Organisation of Consumer
Unions) posters, to great masterworks of the 1990s - Kedai Gunting,
Snooker Table and After Having Nasi
Kandar - right to the present millennium with Kean Chye at the War
Museum (2007) and The Last Mangrove (2010).

Though the human figure rarely
inhabits Ismail’s prints, they are
nevertheless impregnated with
life; and, whether the subject matter be plastic chairs, improvised
post-boxes, battered bicycle seats,
or phone-booths, one can always
catch a whiff of the human spoor
before and after the moment the
camera clicked.
Besides a mastery of his craft, the
stand-out feature of Ismail’s work
is his sense of humour and strong
social awareness.
Masterworks such as Penang - of
the Orient (1998), What a View of
Penang Bridge (1997), The Placid &
the Putrid (2003) and The Last Mangrove (2005), though subdued in
Aliran Monthly : Vol.32(10) Page 17

tone, speak volumes about the
sorry state of our environment.
I dare say no photographer in this
country has the ability to register
in a single frame such moral courage without compromising his
artistic integrity.
A detailed study of the social significance of these photographers
is highly recommended to students of the Arts and Social Sciences alike.
But perhaps this is only to be expected of a man of unswerving
moral fibre who, many art-lovers
may be surprised to discover, was
also one of the founding fathers
of Penang’s historic reform move-

ment: Aliran.

days.

In constrast to Ismail Hashim’s
book and Restrospective that
spans a lifetime and covers a variety of concerns and locations, Dr
Ooi Cheng Ghee’s Portraits of
Penang’s Little India consists of a
series of photographs shot in one
specific area over the period of a
single year - 1979.

Yet though there are eight shots
of handcart pullers, and 11 of betel-nut workers, there is only a
single print of a spice merchant
and not one of a saree shop or a
banana-leaf eatery.

Cheng Ghee says that he snapped
over 4,000 shots of the people who
live, work and play in that enclave
of Georgetown known as Little
India.
Of these 4,000 shots, 160 were selected for the exhibition and coffee-table book in a sequence described by art commentator Gareth
Richards as “arguably Malaysia’s
first great social documentary
photo essay”.
Really?
While there is no denying the stunning visual beauty and technical
excellence of Cheng Ghee’s photographs, one comes away from
the exhibition and the book with
a strange feeling that something
is sorely missing from this ‘great’
photo-essay.
Particularly so for a habitue of
Little India is indelibly associated
with its spice and saree shops and
rustic banana-leaf eateries.
More so in 1979 than today when
Muslim, Hindu and Punjabi spice
merchants sat behind open gunny
sacks of coriander, mustard,
cummin etc. and hollered to passing housewives in much the same
fashion as purveyors of
Bollywood CDs try to entice punters into their loud parlours these

Nor is there any record of the three
iconic 1970s chapatti makers - a
Sikh, a Bangladeshi and a Bengali
lady - who had pitched their stalls
in fronts of three Chinese coffeeshops - and were locked in a
fierce, if silent, competition in
terms of price and variety of accompaniments. Another striking
imbalance in Cheng Ghee’s portraits is the paucity of women.
But perhaps these lacunae can
best be explained by the fact that
the good doctor is a full-time medical practitioner and almost all his
photographs were taken on Sundays and holidays. That time perhaps when the spice and saree
shops, the chapatti stalls and banana-leaf eateries were most
likely shut and the women of Little
India cloistered in their kitchens
cooking dinner for their husbands.
But for all its skewed perspective
and lop-sidedness, in terms of
quality of production, Cheng
Ghee’s coffee-table book trumps
Ismail’s by a mile.
The sloppiness in editing, proofreading, captioning and reproduction of Ismail’s prints can be
laid firmly on the lap of the
Penang State Art Gallery Committee.
To catalogue the misprints and
mistakes would take up epochal
space in this brief essay. Suffice it
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to say that this august body even
failed to notice that the “I” in
Ismail was missing in the name
grandly embossed on the cover of
the commemorative book.
At first glance, it now reads like
Snail Hashim!
But let us get back to the photographs ...
In his classic essay Camera Lucida
- Reflections on Photography - the
renowned French sociologist/
philosopher Roland Barthes ruminates on how millions of fine photographs that evoke polite interest, even admiration, are “inert”
in that they lack “punctum” i.e.
that latent element in a photograph - whether by accident or design - that pricks and wounds
one’s awareness; leaving the image lingering in memory long after one has stopped looking at the
photograph. This, I find, is the
essential difference between the
work of Ismail Hashim and Dr Ooi
Cheng Ghee. In Cheng Ghee’s
prints, for all their visual beauty
and perfection of composition,
what you see is what you get.
In Ismail’s, you don’t often get
what you see ... until much later;
and then they haunt you for a lifetime.
For in, the final analysis, though
Cheng Ghee is arguably the better technician/photographer,
Ismail is indubitably the greater
artist. q

Cecil Rajendra is a renowned poet and lawyer
based in Penang.

Ismail Hashim and his photographs
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Dr Ooi Cheng Ghee and his photographs
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SURVEY

Survey of Aliran
subscribers

Monthly

Dear Aliran Monthly Subscribers,
t Aliran’s 35th AGM
held in Penang in Nov
2011, the general meeting resolved that Aliran
would begin a transition towards
digitizing the Aliran Monthly
(AM). Beginning in early 2012, the
Exco has been discussing how
best to prepare and move towards
this goal. In this regard, we have
stopped street sales of the AM (except in designated outlets), and
encouraged readers to subscribe
to AM instead. The Exco has also
decided that we shall stop producing the hard-copy printed version of the AM by December 2013.

A

Considering that the AM is in its
32nd year of production, this has
not been an easy decision. When
we first started in 1980 (as a Quarterly, before becoming a Monthly
four years later) we were one of
only a handful of magazines that
reported critically on current political, socio-economic and ethnoreligious issues and developments that affected our country.
Whereas many other magazines
have folded, we have continued
until today.
In the late 1990s, our subscriptions and sales more than paid for
the AM and the labour involved.
Over the last 15 years, however,
sales of Aliran Monthly have
gradually declined for a variety of

reasons, including the arrival of
on-line news dailies, blogs and
social media. Meanwhile, the
costs of printing paper, printing,
and postage have soared. Although our AM writers work on a
voluntary basis receiving no payment for their articles, we find it
very difficult to make ends meet
nowadays. With little or no income generated from the sales of
AM, we are also facing problems
maintaining our office.
It is these considerations - the arrival of the online news and social media, rising printing and
postal costs and the difficulty of
making an impact with a monthly
publication in the web-connected
world that we now live in - that
force us to move with the times, in
order to remain relevant.
Our switch to the online media,
therefore, is our way to get us out
of this corner. By stopping the production of the printed version of
the AM in its current form, we
shall be able to free ourselves of
the time, energy, funds, indeed,
the monthly schedule imposed
upon us to produce the AM. These
various resources, we hope, can
now be re-channelled towards
our online efforts.
The impact of our website presence could be expanded and sup-
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ported by a ‘digitised Aliran
magazine’ in the form of a regular
e-newsletter, perhaps weekly at
first. We will also explore ways of
reaching out to the younger generation who are increasingly accessing reading material on mobile devices like smartphones and
tablets.
Such a change might allow us to
reach out more to the millions who
resort to the e-media rather than
to the printed hard copy for news,
entertainment, and we hope, for
analysis and reflection of developments in Malaysia, before taking whatever action necessary to
usher in change for the better. Our
transition towards online media
content (via our website, digitised
AM or e-newsletter, and social
media) might allow us to intervene
and expand our presence online
and connect to these younger and
tech-savvy Malaysians more comprehensively.

Finally, we need some feedback from you to help us
in this transition. At this point, we have three questions.
What you think about this transition (Aliran’s move
from print to online) that we are making? * Choose
one from below
(

)

(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)

I support the digitisation of Aliran Monthly
very strongly
I support the digitalisation of AM
I have no opinion on the digitisation of AM
I do not support the digitisation of AM
I am strongly against the digitisation of AM

Are you willing to donate at least RM30 a year to
support Aliran’s online work (via the website, an enewsletter, social media)? *
(
(

)
)

Yes
No

How would you prefer to read our digital content?
Tick one or more * Select one of more from below
(

)

(

)

(

)

I will visit the Aliran website aliran.com
regularly
Please send me via email an e-newsletter
containing summaries of the latest articles
and links to the Aliran website
I am interested and willing to buy any hardcopy Quarterly magazine that contains selected articles from the website

Please provide your answers to the questions by any
of the following means:
(a) Mail to 103 Medan Penaga, 11600 Jelutong,
Penang.
(b) Fax to: 04-6585197
(c) email to:
aliran.malaysia@yahoo.com
We take this opportunity to thank you for your support in subscribing/buying the AM all these many
years.
Peace and blessings.
Aliran Exco
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Invasion of the
El-gee-be-Tees!
Parents, Teachers, good Neighbours
Listen!
Lock up your sons & your daughters.
The El-gee-be-Tees are coming ...
The El-gee-be-Tees are coming ...
They’re coming to gobble up your children.
The male of the species
are easy to tag
in their tight-fitting
V-neck T-shirts
& over-sized hand-bag.
The females are less discernible
mingling in malls
to yak, text & giggle
exclusively
with members of the own sex.
But don’t be fooled by
this innocent behaviour
They pose a grave threat
to our country’s moral fibre.
Parents, Teachers, good Neighbours
Listen!
Lock up your sons & your daughters.
The El-gee-be-Tees are coming ...
The El-gee-be-Tees are coming ...
They’re coming to gobble up your children.
- Cecil Rajendra -
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(The El-gee-be-Tees are
a group of Lesbian,
Gay,
Bisexual
&
Transgender
aliens
from
outer
space.
Guidelines on how to
spot and avoid them are
being handed out at
“Educational” parent/
teacher seminars in the
country.)

POLITICS

Shame on you, Shahrizat:
You are a fear-monger
Her unintelligent gibberish only bewilders thinking Malaysians
by P Ramakrishnan
t is disgraceful that a
politician seemingly on
the way out has to
ressurect the fear factor
to shore up her flagging fortunes
in Umno.

I

As a former minister, she should
have more sense to be responsible
and appreciate the democratic
process. Instead, she comes across
as someone who is not prepared
to accept the verdict of the people
in a democratic election if that verdict went against Umno.
Is she planting the seeds of hatred
in the minds of Umno members
and instigating them to run amok
and create havoc?
How does one view her statement
when she said at the Wanita
Umno Assembly, “If we are no
longer in power, we would lose
political stability. Certainly, the
Malays, the majority in this country, would be unsettled”
(Malaysiakini, 28 November
2012).
“I am concerned and worried that
this would bring racial tensions
that could lead to a repeat of the
May 13, 1969 tragedy.”

Is she threatening Malaysians
that there will be a recurrence of
the May 13, 1969 tragedy if
Umno were to lose power? Why
should that be so? Is she calling
on Umno members to get ready
to do the unthinkable if they
were forced by the electorate to
vacate Putrajaya?
Is she aware of the terrible consequence of rioting following the
likely routing of Umno? She
doesn’t care to think for a moment
of the destruction and the loss of
innocent lives that can ensue in
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such an eventuality. Her concern
seems not to be for the well-being
of the country and the people but
only focused on remaining in
power at whatever cost.
This is utterly irresponsible!
Her unintelligent gibberish only
bewilders thinking Malaysians.
Consider this for a moment when
she rambles, “We must address
this now if we don’t want to be
refugees in our own land. A split
in the Malay vote would dull the
political power of the Malays.”

How can citizens become refugees in their country? Refugees are
people who flee their own country because they no longer feel
safe for their lives. Refugees run
away to another country for some
valid reasons: political oppression, social upheavals, unrest,
persecution, absence of rule of
law, absence of protection from the
government, inability to eke out a
livelihood, etc.
Can anyone foresee this ever happening in this country i.e. people
being forced to flee? She has to
exaggerate this lie to create fear
and horror in the minds of unthinking Umno members!
How would “a split in the
Malay vote dull the political
power of the Malays”? The
Malay vote has been split for
decades. That has not dulled the
political power of the Malays.
This goes to show that Umno
doesn’t necessarily equate with
the Malays, and vice versa. The
political reality is much more
complex than Umno would like
us to believe. Besides, Malays,
like any other ethnic group in the

country, should instead unite
around noble principles of justice, equality and compassion.
Take Kelantan for example. There
was and has been a split in the
Malay vote but has that dulled the
political power of the Malays?
Has that forced Umno members
to seek refuge elsewhere outside
the country?
There was a change in government in Kedah. Has that dulled
the political power of the Malays?
How many Umno members fled
Kedah to seek safer haven elsewhere?
Take the case of Perak that was
taken over by the Pakatan Rakyat.
In recognising the political reality and the make-up of the polity
of this country, Tan Sri
Mohammad Nizar Jamaluddin
was appointed the Menteri Besar
of Perak. Obviously, Pakatan was
very sensitive to the Malay sentiment and did not do anything
that could be upsetting. We are
not aware if Umno members were
involved in any exodus from
Perak!
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Then there is Penang, which fell
to Pakatan Rakyat in March 2008.
In keeping with the tradition and
original understanding – unlike
Malacca – Lim Guan Eng was
sworn in as Chief Minister. There
was no unrest. There was no flight
of refugees from Penang.
So there is no basis to claim that
the Malays will become refugees
or that their political power will
be diminished. What has been
established is the fact that
change can be peaceful and that
the harmony of the country will
not necessarily be destroyed.
As long as we accept and respect
the political process as a legitimate avenue of expression, political change will be without
any untoward incident. By and
large, the majority of Malaysians
are peaceful, sensible and responsible. However we must be
on the lookout for the few who
may try and stir up trouble. We
should leave them to the police
to take care of.
Umno must be desperate if such
lies have to be manufactured! q

HEART TO HEART

"What comes from the lips reaches the ear,
what comes from the heart reaches the heart" - Arab proverb

Dialogue
Rohingya

with a
refugee

Far away from their homeland, the Rohingyas in Malaysia
can only wring their hands in despair over the agonising
hardships faced by their families at home
by Angeline Loh
amal (not his real name)
met me at a small roadside eatery after evening
prayers. The weather
was good, and sitting out in the
open was much cooler and less
crowded.

held in by his community, and
continues to emphasise the principles and tenets of Islam as the
fundamental guideline to living a
good Muslim life. He is a quietspoken person with a thoughtfully peaceful demeanour.

I’ve known Jamal for some time
now, since 2007 and interacted to
some extent with his community
on Penang Island. All these years,
he very generously and trustingly
allowed me access into the lives
of his Rohingya community, the
way their society operates and
their struggle for survival. He is
an excellent gatekeeper for his
Rohingya community, being vigilant of their safety and always
ensuring a principled and truthful approach to problems and issues affecting them.

Jamal has had his fair share of
suffering having to flee for his life
from his home in Maungdaw,
Arakan, Myanmar, leaving wife,
children and family behind nearly
20 years ago. His children have
already reached adulthood but he
has not had the pleasure of seeing them grow up or been closely
involved in nurturing them to
adulthood and passing on the
values he holds dear.

J

Conflict

Despite his simple and hard life,
Jamal is a respected leader in his
community and is frequently consulted by other members for advice and opinions on specific issues affecting the Rohingya community in Penang and Malaysia.

Anxiety for his loved ones and his
community underpin most of his
thoughts. There is little to laugh
about, but he still manages to raise
a smile or two at the irrationality
of the whole situation or at the
human antics that seem illogical
in the circumstances.

Yet, Jamal does not affect arrogance, despite the esteem he is

Like every society in the world, the
Rohingya also have their internal
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politics. More often than not,
Jamal tries his best to maintain a
neutral stance, attempting in his
own way to be fair and not hastily judgemental of others, whoever they may be. In his dialogues
with me, he is often critical of his
own community. It is in these instances that the deep anxiety he
feels surfaces, for which neither
of us can find any solution to.
We have discussed many issues,
and this evening, it was the events
in Maungdaw, Arakan State in
Myanmar (Burma). It began on
Friday in Jamal’s own village near
his home, where his wife and two
of his children still live. His eldest
child is married and gone away
to Bangladesh with her husband.
His wife had also gone to visit relatives, at that time, leaving his two
other children at home.
I asked Jamal what he knew of the
current troubles in Maungdaw.
He recounted whatever he could
glean from phone calls to his relative still living there. As far as he
knows, it stemmed from the attack
on a group of Burmese Muslim
missionaries. Apparently, a group
of Rohingya had held a protest af-

Rakhine, and we would be obedient because we feared them.
“Our people are easily put in fear
and go about humbly.”
Despite, what he says, Jamal
knows that there are Rohingya
who have taken bolder measures
and are inclined to act in strong
self-defence or aggressive retaliation.
ter Friday prayers outside the
mosque and were fired upon by
police.
Two persons were injured and
taken to the hospital which is near
his home, but doctors refused to
treat them unless a police report
was made. A fight then, broke out
and a doctor was beaten up.
Jamal said that under the law (Act
144) assemblies of more than 100
persons are prohibited and there
were a hundred or more people
gathered at the protest.
With the escalation of conflict and
arson attacks on homes, shops
and other buildings, a curfew
was imposed on the whole area
of Maungdaw that night but police and a Rakhine mob were seen
still freely roaming about. Some of
the mob wielded swords.
Jamal’s children stayed indoors,
but he said he was afraid that
some of the mob might break into
their home and harm them. He felt
helpless from this distance to protect them. His wife was apparently
still away; when she can safely
return is unknown.
On Saturday, 9 June, when the
imposition of the curfew had not
been lifted, a nine-year-old
Rohingya girl, unaware of the curfew went out a few metres from

her home to sell vegetables. She
was allegedly shot dead by security forces and her body was taken
away by them, and not returned
to her family for burial. This was
said to have happened in
Maungdaw Quarter 2. There were
police and special forces – Luin
Thuin - patrolling the area that
morning. Village heads had also
called together Rohingya shopkeepers whose shops had been
destroyed.
Myanmar telecommunications
had been cut on Friday and Saturday, and Jamal and other anxious Arakan refugees tried to contact family and relatives via
Bangladeshi phone lines. “Now,
we can’t do anything.” Jamal
ended his account of these happenings in utter despair at the futility of the situation that thousands of Rohingya refugees and
people find themselves in.

Fear

and

oppression

He could not help but tell me
about the oppression he had fled
from, about 20 years ago. The
Rohingya people are often referred to as kalar by other Rakhine,
which insultingly translates as
‘ pariah’. “We have been afraid of
them (Rakhine) since we were
very young. To instil discipline
our parent’s threatened to call the
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Still, on reflection, he told me that
there was a time when the
Rohingya and the Rahkhine enjoyed a camaraderie with each
other, going out together and
spending time at eateries, talking
and walking late into the night. It
is sad that those days seem to have
faded away with time and that
barriers of hatred and anger have
arisen between them instead.
This is the last conversation I had
with Jamal, as he hasn’t been in
contact for the last few months. I
can only hope and pray for the
acceptance of the Rohingya people
as recognised citizens of
Myanmar and that peace and forgiveness will come soon amongst
the various ethnic communities in
Jamal’s home state of Arakan
(Rakhine State) in Myanmar. This
is an account truly from the heart
of a Rohingya refugee. q

Angeline Loh is an Aliran
executive
committee
member based in Penang.
The interview with Jamal
was done around June
2012, when ethnic clashes
in Rakhine State first
broke out. The situation
has since deteriorated and
continues to worsen.

It is most shocking that despite
their pointing out that they are not
Muslims – but Christians – the
NRD refuses to entertain them.
This is really ridiculous!

A record of Aliran's stand on current affairs.

Christians forced
become Muslims
(little Napoleans
NRD

to
by
in)

Who determines one’s faith – the
individual or the NRD? It is obvious that it has to be the individual
concerned. The National Registration Department has no business
to disagree when a person lays
claim to a certain faith
.
The NRD’s function is to issue
MyKad and it cannot act beyond
this function. It is very clear. But
why then is the NRD making the
lives of Bumiputra Christians in
Sabah and Sarawak miserable (as
reported in the Malaysian
Chronicle)?

traditionally used the word ‘bin’
and ‘binti’ in their names. But that
does not make them Muslims.
They are Christians for all intents
and purposes.
Even when they point out that
they are Christians, the NRD overrides their objection and lists them
as Muslims rather arbitrarily. Who
is in a better position to determine
the religion of any one – the person concerned or a civil servant
in the NRD?

For Christians, it has been one
long struggle to claim their rights.
To use the word ‘Allah’ was a
tussle; to import the Bible in the
national language was a problem.
Now, even to claim that they are
Christians is a formidable challenge.
Many Bumiputra Christians have
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The NRD is insistent that it would
continue to list these Christians
as Muslims simply because they
have ‘bin’ and ‘binti’ in their
names. It has stubbornly refused
to rectify the mistakes in the
MyKad claiming that it would
only act upon an order by a
Syariah High Court declaring that
they are not Muslims. These cretinous Little Napoleons in NRD
should realise that ‘bin’ is merely
an Arabic term for ‘son of’, while
‘binti’ means ‘daughter of’. So, in
general, these terms don’t necessarily indicate that one is a Muslim. If they need reminding, to be
Arabic may not necessarily be the
same as being Islamic!
But why has this case to be referred to the Syariah High Court
when they are in fact not Muslims? What is the NRD up to?
What has happened to the PM’s
slogan ‘People First’? Can a petty
civil servant make a mockery of

the PM and his pledge?
When a person applies for the
MyKad, isn’t he or she required to
fill in a form in which the religion
of the applicant is stated? If the
officer has any doubt as to the
claim, it can be easily cleared up
by questioning the applicant over
this matter. These Christians must
have undergone baptism in a
church and there would be
records to support their claims.
Why wasn’t this taken into consideration? In this way the problem could have been easily
solved.
In one recent case even when
documentary evidence from the
Sabah Islamic Affairs Department
was produced stating that the
person concerned was not a Muslim according to the Islamisation
Register – a fact that was reported
to the Syariah Court in Kudat –
the NRD still would not rectify the
error. It wants the person to go to
the Kudat Syariah High Court for
a declaration that she is not a
Muslim before action could be
taken to rectify its mistake.
It is very strange that the NRD is
unwilling to accept or respect the
evidence produced by the Sabah
Islamic Affairs Department.
Shouldn’t the word of the Islamic
Affairs Department carry some
weight?
Why does this matter, in spite of
being cleared by the Islamic authority, have to be referred to the
Syariah Court, entailing unnecessary delay and expenditure? The
Syariah Court had in March last
year barred a Christian lawyer,
Victoria Jayaseele Martin, from
practising in a Syariah court despite having a Diploma in Syariah

Law and Practice from the International Islamic University Malaysia, in addition to a University
of London law degree.
Going by this precedent, why
should these Christians who are
non-Muslims be part of the
Syariah Court proceedings. These
Christians were not born Muslims
nor were they converted Muslims.
There is no authoritative evidence
to state that they are Muslims.
In the face of this overwhelming
evidence in favour of these Christians, on what authority does the
NRD insist on listing them as
Christians?
Is the NRD a law unto itself? Can
it act beyond its scope and make
the lives of these Christians miserable?
Because of the unnecessary and
irritating behaviour of those in the
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NRD, these Christians are subjected to numerous problems.
Their children cannot be baptised
in a church and they cannot get
married in a church. They cannot
be accorded a Christian burial. Is
this fair?
Must they continue to suffer this
indignity indefinitely? They need
not if they wise up. What they are
subjected to is the result of the
Barisan Nasional government being too long in power. It has lost
its compassion; it has become arrogant; it is unable to recognise the
problem or provide a solution. It
has become indifferent to their
misery.
There is only one answer to get
out of this misery: Vote for change!
P Ramakrishnan
Aliran
Executive Committee Member
23 November 2012

ARRIVAL OF NEW POLITICS... Continued from page 40
Meanwhile, her colleague Mohd
Rafizi Ramli who had first exposed the National Feedlot Corp
scandal, has been accused of
breaking banking laws and condemned for tarnishing the image
of Malays; the whistleblower has
been called in for questioning!
The DAP and its leaders have
been accused of being anti-Islam
and anti-Malays when in fact the
new policies that the DAP-led
Penang state government have
implemented have removed certain Umno-connected Malays
from the lucre that they had had
access to previously. Human
rights group Suaram and
malaysiakini.com, the on-line daily,
are among the latest to come under attack. Significantly, Suaram
is pushing for an investigation by
French legal authorities into the
Scorpene submarine deal on corruption grounds; while, unlike
the mainstream media dominated
by the Umno-BN coalition,
malaysiakini.com have been investigating and reporting on many of
the above controversies all too
critically, from the point of the
authorities.

Pattern in
these
attacks
A pro-Umno-BN or NGO will fire
the first salvo. The pro-Umno-BN
mainstream media will then play
up the issue, often deliberately
twisting the facts and dishing out
misinformation. On a recent occasion, Mohd Zaini Hassan, the assistant chief editor of Utusan Malaysia, unabashedly claimed at a
forum on social media communication that his newspaper does
not lie, but admitted that it resorts

to ‘spin’. Considering that the forum was organised by the Biro
Tata Negara, the government’s
propaganda machinery, it is not
surprising that he dared to excuse
himself in such a manner.
At any rate, on account of such
misinformation, Perkasa and
Perkida, Harrusani Zakaria the
mufti of Perak, or Nakhaie
Ahmad, a former Pas leader who
had crossed over to Umno, or the
so-called ‘independent’ lawmakers like Ibrahim Ali, Zulkifli
Noordin or Hassan Ali, if not the
Umno youths themselves, will
then get into the act. Predictably,
the mainstream media will highlight their attacks against the critics in the front page. One or more
of the above will then file police
reports that such-and such had
‘ menghina Islam’ and the royalty,
and committed sedition by questioning Malay rights and
‘ Ketuanan Melayu’, etc.
After a short while, the Umno-BN
ministers, sometimes the former
prime minister, if not the current
prime minister himself, will next
step in. By this time, the Police,
Jabatan Agama, Malaysian AntiCorruption Commission (MACC)
and other authorities would have
been unleashed against the critics.

The case
Nurul Izzah

of
Anwar

Consider the recent case involving Nurul Izzah Anwar. On 3
November, in response to a question from the floor at a forum on
‘The Islamic State’, Nurul had
made comments to the effect that
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there was no compulsion in Islam. Understanding the sensitivity of the issue, she was quick to
add that she was not in favour of
apostasy.
And yet, it was reported in the
Utusan Malaysia and Berita Harian
that she had declared that Malays
could renounce their faith, which
she had never said. These newspapers also reported various
groups and leaders – they included minister of Home Affairs
Hishammuddin Hussein Onn,
Gerakan Masyarakat Prihatin
Meru leader Jaya Kusuma
Rosman and Persatuan Ulama
Malaysia secretary-general Dr
Mohd Roslan Mohd Noor - denouncing her for what she had
not actually said, but what was
reportedly claimed that she had
said.
Although various groups like Sisters in Islam, the Islamic Renaissance Front, and individuals like
the former Mufti of Perlis Dr
Mohd Asri Zainul Ariffin, blogger
and lawyer Harris Ibrahim, columnist Mariam Mokhtar and several Pas leaders came to her defence, none of these opinions and
clarifications in support of Nurul
was reported in the mainstream
media.
Why, some pro-PKR blogs also
circulated a news clipping quoting former prime minister
Abdullah Badawi saying about
the same thing - that some ‘Muslims who wanted to leave Islam
should be allowed to do so’.
These remarks had appeared in
Channel News Asia on 10 July
2007.

Despite support for what Nurul
had actually said, clarifications
that she had been misrepresented in the mainstream media,
and that Abdullah Badawi had
also said, more or less the same
but was never attacked for it,
Nurul Izzah continued to be
misrepresented and attacked.
The intention, it was clear, was
simply to whip up a frenzy
among Umno-BN supporters.
In so doing, several critical issues
that had been making the headlines particularly in the alternative media – the Scorpene submarines contract, the National Feedlot Corp scandal, the Automated
Enforcement System, and the alleged RM40m contribution to
Sabah Umno, all, clearly and potentially corruption cases – were
conveniently sidelined! So, instead of investigating the truth
behind these cases, various government agencies began questioning and investigating the various
groups and alternative media that
had given attention to these potential corruption cases, and to
the counter-reports of what Nurul
Izzah had said.

Haram to vote
for the DAP
Another disturbing example
concerns how the Utusan Malaysia had on 8 August 2012 declared in its front page: Haram
sokong DAP. Apparently, the
declaration was first made by a
religious
teacher
called
Abdullah Sa’amah who runs a
sekolah pondok in Kampung
Geting in Tumpat. The next day,
under the headlines ‘Lagi seruan
tolak DAP’ the newspaper carried more reports condemning
the DAP.

In essence, the DAP was labelled
as kafir harbi or kafir dimmi which
translates as ‘belligerent infidel’.
More seriously, kafir harbi is used
to describe ‘non-Muslims seen as
enemies of Islam and whose
deaths are allowed and justified
in a war setting as they are seen to
be attempting to kill Muslims’. For
the Utusan Malaysia, the DAP’s
opposition to the implementation
of hudud law in Malaysia was tantamount to being anti-Islam. Their
depiction of the DAP as kafir harbi,
therefore, was justified. Apparently, the same term ‘did not apply to the MCA and MIC because
they are prepared to accept Islamic
supremacy in multi-religious Malaysia’! This is very heavy stuff!
Related to this labelling of the
DAP are the allegations which
have been highlighted in the
Utusan Malaysia during the past
year, namely that the DAP was
planning to turn Malaysia into a
Christian country and that they
had pledged to instal a Christian
prime minister. No matter how
ludicrous the charge, Perkasa,
Perkida and other groups lodged
police reports and demanded that
the Police and the various State
religious councils investigate
these allegations of the DAP’s intentions.
The DAP’s veteran leader, Member of Parliament Lim Kit Siang
alerted the public and protested
against the Umno-BN government
that this depiction of the DAP was
akin to calling Muslims to hate, if
not to destroy the DAP. When
queried on the matter, the deputy
editor of the Utusan Malaysia had
the gall to claim ‘fair comment’ for
so calling the DAP. There were no
qualms on his part that he could
have taken Malaysia to the brink
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of a racial catastrophe. Certainly,
there were no qualms that he was
acting unprofessionally. The cabinet minister in charge of Islamic
affairs simply clarified that these
were but ‘personal opinions’ because there were as yet no fatwas
(religious rulings) on these matters. The minister in the prime
minister’s department opined that
it was good to air such views on
‘sensitive matters’, so that they did
not remain sensitive and controversial!

Fanning
racist
sentiments
and
extremist
views?
In fact, there have been many other
occasions in the past few years
when irresponsible and extremist
opinions have been openly expressed, sometimes by very important political leaders. I mention
some of these in passing:
• In Sept 2001, Dr Mahathir had
proclaimed unilaterally that
Malaysia is an Islamic country. Naturally, there occurred
a heated debate over his pronouncement.
• An off-shoot of this controversial pronouncement was the
attempt by the Bar Council and
other NGOs to set up the Interreligious Council (IRC), which
was opposed by a group of
Malay-Muslim associations
that saw the establishment of
any such Council as a move
that would undermine the status of Islam as the official religion of the country. The matter
came to a close after then prime
minister Abdullah Badawi
ruled that the establishment of
the IRC was ill-conceived and
ordered the Bar Council to halt

its efforts.

used as a compulsory text by
upper secondary school students in the Klang Valley, contained racist sentiments. In this
case, the matter was resolved
not by replacing the text but by
removing certain passages in
the text; this move neither appeased the complainants nor
the author.

• Thereafter, there emerged a
new coalition of like-minded
NGOs that called themselves
‘Article 11’, named after the
article in the federal Constitution that guaranteed freedom
of religion. After several public forums were held, this effort was also halted in its
tracks. Not least, a meeting coorganised by Aliran in Penang
was disrupted by demonstrators and even a bomb scare!
• The problem, of course, was
not resolved. It was only swept
under the carpet. For in the
course of that decade, there developed a series of court cases
involving the competing jurisdictions of civil law and the
sharia related to burial rights,
custody and upbringing of
children when one spouse had
converted to Islam. In the
midst of this, the Lina Joy case
also came to Court. Despite a
Cabinet ruling over these matters, it does not yet appear that
the question of competing jurisdictions has been solved
once and for all. Not least Article 11 on the freedom of religion appears to contradict Article 121(1A), an amendment to
the federal Constitution in
1988.
• There was also the ‘Allah controversy’ involving the Catholic Herald. Related to this was
the seizure and withholding of
the distribution of the Malay
version of the Holy Bible:
30,000 copies were confiscated
at Kuching Port and another
shipment of 5,100 Bibles was
impounded in Port Klang. The
matter has been resolved tem-

Ibrahim Ali

porarily by requiring that the
Bibles be numbered, and
stamped ‘only for the use of
non-Muslims’ before they were
released. But there has not
been a withdrawal or amendment of the said administrative
law which led to the seizure
and distribution of the Bibles
in the first instance.
• The perennial debate over the
History syllabus also came to
the fore again when it was proposed that History be made a
compulsory subject in the SPM.
There was a complaint by
mainly non-Muslims and nonMalays that the syllabus had
over-emphasised the study of
Islamic history. As well, little
attention had been given to the
contributions of non-Malays,
or to Sabahans or Sarawakians
to the making of modern Malaysia. Again, the matter has
been left hanging.
• Amidst this controversy, a
group of non-Muslims, alleged
that the novel Interlok written
by a national laureate
Abdullah Hussein, which was
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• Meanwhile in Penang, the
publication of a pamphlet
myBalikPulau by Arts-Ed in
Penang, the result of a popular history project by Penang
youths of all multi-ethnic,
multireligous backgrounds
caused a stir when UmnoPenang leaders claimed that
the pamphlet had denigrated
Penang Malays. The accusation was completely baseless
and was an attempt to turn
Malays against the Pakatan
Rakyat-led state government.
The matter came to rest when
it was revealed that it was the
previous Umno-BN government which had first awarded
Arts-Ed the grant for the
project. In this instance, alas,
the creative efforts of the
youths who had been involved
in the project were subjected to
the politicking of racist politicians.
• There were several other attempts by racist politicians to
smear the reputation of the
Penang state government. No
less that the deputy prime minister had alleged, wrongly as
it turned out, in front page reports of the Utusan Malaysia,
again, that the state Islamic
Council had replaced the name
of the Yang di-Pertuan Agong
with the chief minister’s name
in their Friday prayers. Al-

though, the allegation was
proven baseless, there was no
retraction of the reports, no
apology from the deputy
prime minister.

Getting
analysis

our
right

Have these public debates on
ethno-religious matters contributed towards ethnic tensions? No
doubt they have.
So, are ethnic tensions worsening? Many of us are inclined to
agree. If we are one of those who
think so, then we should, logically, turn to the Umno-BN leaders for help. For, unlike the Opposition coalition, Umno-BN has
accumulated 55-plus years of
handling ethnic tensions in Malaysia.
In fact, we must get our analysis
right. We must locate these events
and issues which are ethnically
tainted, into a wider context.
Look around us. Remember that
there is now an alternative multiethnic multi-religious opposition
coalition, the Pakatan Rakyat. Are
they strange bedfellows as the
mainstream media, especially the
Utusan Malaysia, the Berita Harian,
the New Straits Times, and The Star,
make them out to be?
If we believe the mainstream
media’s reporting on goings-on
within the PR, they should have
split up or crashed a long time
ago. In fact, it appears that they
work with one another rather
well, probably better than the BN
parties do, which is clearly dominated by Umno.
At a PKR Youth dinner held in

Penang on 24 August 2012, which
featured Nurul Izzah Anwar,
Mohd Rafizi Ramli, N Surendran
and the famous artist Wong Hoy
Cheong, they reminded us that the
PR and PKR style of work was
very open and transparent. They
have different points of views
within the party, they clarified.
And they tend to argue with one
another openly. Hence it looks like
they are always quarrelling with
one another! By contrast, the BN
seldom allowed their differences
to be aired openly. In fact, the other
BN parties are always scared of
Umno. So, they quietly stab each
other in the back instead, they explained!
Or look at the politics in virtual
space. Nowadays, one can find
websites and blogs, and opinions
posted on non-partisan blogs and
sites that are rabidly racist. At the
same time, who can deny that
there are websites, blogs, postings
and social media which express
opinions which are clearly nonracist, although the issues
touched upon, sometimes, might
be considered ethnically sensitive.

Remember
Bersih
2.0
and Duduk Bantah 3.0
Recall Berish 2.0 and Duduk
Bantah 3.0. Weren’t these very
multi-ethnic mass rallies? In fact
they involved not only people of
different ethno-religious backgrounds, but people of all ages,
male and female, and apparently
from different strata of society.
On Aliran’s part, we have also
been trying to build multi-ethnic
coalitions. Via our executive committee members based in the
Klang Valley, we have partici-
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pated in various multi-ethnic coalitions involved in Berish 2.0, the
Gerakan Mansuhkan ISA,
KemSMS Kempen Sejarah Malaysia Sebenar, the Gerakan
Bertindak Malaysia, the AntiWater Privatisation campaign,
Jerit, the Coalition Against
Healthcare Privatisation, etc. In
Penang, we have also worked
with various groups to organise
the Bersih 3.0 Duduk Bantah, the
Penang Forum, the Local Democracy Initiative, and an anti-racism
campaign (with the Islamic Renaissance Front). We have also
held dialogues with Pas leaders
including Dr Dzulkefly Ahmad,
the MP for Kuala Selangor, on
what Pas stands for including
their new concept of the Islamic
welfare state.
So, what is the context for locating those ethno-religious issues
we elaborated on in the first part
of this article?
It must be stressed, again and
again: the real political struggle
that’s occurring is not one due to
ethnic or racial tensions. Neither
is it one between the religions. Nor
is it a struggle between the upper
and lower classes, in spite of our
hopes that the oppressed will be
liberated sooner rather than later
Plain and simple, it is a struggle
of New Politics vs Old Politics.

Old Politics vs
New
Politics
The Old Politics is relatively
simple to determine. It is the politics of race and religion which
emphasises differences and difficulties in working things out. So
you need big brother, namely
Umno-BN. It is in this manner that

they make themselves important,
even indispensable.
Earlier, Dr Mahathir declared: “In
this country we are very
racist…even more than before.”
Accordingly, for him, “the next
election is going to be about
race…who gives what, who gets
what based on race”. And he
added: “When the government is
weak, it caters to demands which
are not going to be good for the
country in the long run” (The Malaysian Insider, 28 June 2012). He
was referring, of course, to the
BN’s loss of 82 federal seats and
five state governments in the 2008
general election.
In fact, he also clarified (as reported in The Insider, 28 June
2012) “that Chinese voters will
decide who forms the government
after GE-13 as the Malays are divided among three parties”. So all
three Malay parties “butter the
Chinese voters”.
Or listen to this old record played
by MCA chief Dr Chua Soi Lek
(The Star 3 Feb 2012):
“Chinese voters did not understand that a vote for the DAP
would only help Pas realise its
objective of forming an Islamic

state and implementing its brand
of hudud.” Chua made these remarks even when the Pas leadership had just sacked the extremist Dr Hassan Ali from the party
and got him removed from the
Selangor State Exco, for expressing views and acting in opposition to the policies and positions
that the PR coalition had agreed
upon and adopted.
Chua has also argued that the PR
government had yet to build a
single Chinese school anywhere
whereas his MCA had succeeded
in persuading the federal government to make available land and
funds to build several Chinese
schools, had got scholarships for
Chinese students and won them
entrance into particular courses in
the universities.
Subsequently, on several occasions, he has threatened the Chinese electorate that if they do not
vote for the MCA in this upcoming elections, the MCA will not
participate in the next BN government! There will then be no party
representing the Chinese in the
next BN government. Of course,
Chua fails to see that it might not
be a Umno-BN c oalition that will
come out tops! It might be the
Pakatan Rakyat instead!

It is clear that Chua wishes to prolong the Old Politics based on race.
After all, this is his party’s raison
d’etre. It is understandable for him
to criticise the PR. But he should
not patronise the rakyat with outof-date Old Politics arguments!
It must be clarified that this Old
Politics is riddled with cronyism
and money politics, and a lack of
transparency and accountability
too. Recall the issues that were
sidelined when the pro-BN-Umno
politicians and mainstream media started highlighting the Nurul
Izzah, the kafir harbi, and other
ethno-religious issues. Again, the
intention was to sideline the
Scorpene and NFC scandals, the
AES and other sweetheart deals
for the cronies, the Klang North
Port exposes, and the latest reportedly RM40 million ‘contribution’
from some businessman to Umno
Sabah.

Towards

a

new

politics

At any rate, after 55 years of
Merdeka, Malaysia is no longer
the society and economy it once
had been. It has been transformed
from a tin- and rubber-led commodities-based economy to an export-led manufacturing- and services-based economy. With rapid
growth and industrialisation, the
size of the industrial working
class employed in the industrial
estates and the free industrial
zones has grown. In February
2010, the total registered foreign
workers stood at 2-odd million.
They, too, were contributing to
Malaysia’s economic growth.
Similarly, the size of the middleclass has expanded rapidly.
Whereas there once used to be a
single university, today there are
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some 25-odd public universities,
another 20-plus private universities, and hundreds of other private colleges. Plus, thousands
continue to return to Malaysia after studying abroad every year.
These graduates constitute the
youth who often are IT-savvy.
They read the alternative online
dailies besides blogging, tweeting
and have their own Facebook accounts. They made a difference in
the 2008 election. They were
amongst the hundreds of thousands who participated in the
Duduk Bantah Kuala Lumpur and
elsewhere in the country on 28
April 2012.

the urban areas actually voted for
the DAP while non-Malays in the
semi-urban constituencies actually voted for Malay candidates
who contested under the PKR or
even Pas banners. Apparently,
these voters voted for change to a
new politics.

Besides, a large proportion of
people involved in the new
economy and higher education
are also women. As is well
known, women account for more
than 60 per cent of enrolment in
public universities. Surely, the rising numbers of the educated, ITsavvy middle-class, especially the
youths, male and female, make a
difference to Malaysian politics!

In fact, we had neglected to remind ourselves that our society
had been transformed and that we
have had a history of inter-ethnic
cooperation as well in earlier
times. The formation of the
Pakatan Rakyat governments in
four states is further testimony that
Malaysians can see through those
who resort to racial baiting. Malaysians are not steeped in ethnic
exclusivism as the advocates of
Old Politics want to influence us
to believe. We can transcend ethnic ties and sentiments. It is time
to bury the ghost of May 13,
1969.once and for all!

With the successful implementation of the New Economic Policy
(NEP, 1971-90) and its continuation under other auspices like the
National Development Policy
(1991-2000), a large proportion of
those engaged in the new
economy, at the upper, middle
and
lower
echelons
are
bumiputeratoo.
The results of the 2008 elections
are yet another indicator of the
decline of old politics. Not only
did some 50 per cent of the electorate vote for the alternative
multi-ethnic coalition. But the
various races crossed racial lines
when they voted. The evidence is
available to show that Malays in

Some of us will also recall our
anxieties on the night of 8 March
2008, when the electoral results
were coming in. Many feared the
worst as it was being announced
that the BN had lost its two-thirds’
parliamentary majority and that
the Opposition had captured five
state governments.

Put another way, tremendous
transformation of Malaysia’s
economy and society has occurred. If this is so apparent, it
should also be apparent that Malaysian politics has also been undergoing change. For the new
middle-class, especially the
youths, are demanding political
reform and democratisation. Why,
the ghost of May 13 is now being
displaced by the multi-ethnic solidarity displayed in the recent
Duduk Bantah.However, be fore-
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warned, there are many, not least
in Umno-BN who wish us to return us to the Old Politics. They
will continue to resort to ethnic
sentiments and manipulation. But
we must push ahead with New
Politics.
Aliran’s task as a people’s think
tank is to focus on the big picture.
One of our roles, I believe, is to help
fellow Malaysians see the forest
beyond the trees. In this case, we
are highlighting that there is now
a series of ethno-religious controversies occurring only because the
old politics that is based on ethnic exclusivism and cronyism is
being confronted by a strong push
towards a new politics that is
more democratic, just and respectful of our ethno-religious differences. Our support for the New
Politics is clear. q

Dr Francis Loh is the president of Aliran. This is a revised version of the speech
that he delivered at Aliran’s
36th Annual General Meeting on 25 November 2012.

appreciation and preservation of
life and nature would grow proportionately. They would have
little use for recreational drugs or
other mindless pursuits.

Letters must not exceed 250
words and must include the
writer's name and address.
Pseudonyms may be used. Send
letters or emails to Editor (see
page 3 for address details).
Views expressed need not reflect
those of Aliran. If e-mailing,
include message in the e-mail
body itself.

Long-term
solution
to peace
To all those who are yearning for
peace in the Middle East, may I
offer some thoughts for possible
long-term solutions, since nothing has worked so far? Suppose a
small baby is taken from his Jewish parents and placed with a
Palestinian family. Wouldn’t the
child learn to dislike his or her
biological parents and other Jews?
Likewise, take a Palestinian baby
and place it with a Jewish family
and he or she will learn to hate
and even go to war against the
very people he or she came from.
Isn’t that logical?

In such an environment, no manmade religions such as we have
now would ever re-emerge. After
all, everything known about God
would have to make scientific
sense. There is no need to be a believer in gravity to make it work.
Let us humbly acknowledge that
each of us bears the mark of our
particular heritage, environment
and education. Depending on
who is doing the talking, each of
us is the “other person.”
Gunther Ostermann
Kelowna, B.C., Canada

Soi
Speak

Lek:
sense!

Soi Lek is hammering away at the
DAP accusing them of supporting

But if we would give our children
a naturally nurturing environment, with economic security for
life and the tools of science but
without ideological and commercial indoctrination, they would
grow up to see other people as
brothers and sisters. They would
have no enemies to fight. Their
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hudud and the Islamic state. He
overlooks the slow but steady
Islamisation of Malaysia under
Umno and the BN.
Umno does not support an InterFaith Council. What has he to say
about it?
Has Umno declared that it will not
implement sharia laws? Soi Lek
should get Umno to state this.
When he succeeds in doing this,
then he can take on DAP and Pas.
What has he to say about corruption, which is rampant under BN
rule? Has he condemned corruption in the Scorpene scandal?
What has he to say about the
Altantuya murder? The judge had
ruled it was not necessary to
prove motive. Any comment, Soi
Lek?
Gangnam Condom-style
Johor

AGM 2012

Aliran goes digital,
broadens
online
presence
A

liran will be going fully
digital from 2014 with
Aliran Monthly being
phased out over the com-

ing year.

president. Similarly Dr Mustafa K
Anuar and Anil Netto were reelected as honorary secretary and
honorary treasurer respectively.
Henry Loh was elected as the new
assistant secretary.

The magazine which began life as
a quarterly in 1980 before
becoming a monthly four
years later, is now in its
32nd year of publication.
By stopping the publication at the end of 2013, the
society hopes to free itself
of the time, energy and
funds, indeed the monthly
schedule imposed to produce the magazine. Rising
costs have also contributed to the decision to
phase out the magazine.
The savings in costs and resources would then be rechannelled to Aliran’s digitisation efforts.
Apart from revamping and redesigning the website, Aliran will
use e-newsletters and social media networking tools to boost its
online outreach. All this will require greater participation from its
members.
This was one of the main highlights of the discussion at the 36th
annual general meeting today.
Scholar activist Dr Francis Loh
retained his position as Aliran

transparent processes associated
with Umno-BN dominance; ‘new’
referring to the push towards
democratisation, decentralisation
and good governance promoted
by events like Bersih 3.0 and the
emergence of a two-party system.
“It is this tension between old and new politics that characterises the
ebb and flow of politics
in Malaysia today. This
is so despite the claims
by politicians and the
mainstream media that
harken back to our ethnic
divisions
and
polarisation.”

Members also elected the following to the executive committee: P
Ramakrishnan,
Dr
Prema
Devaraj, Andrew Wong, Dr Soon
Chuan Yean, Dr Andrew Aeria,
Sarajun Hoda bin Abdul Hassan,
Angeline Loh, Dr Subramaniam
Pillay, Dr Lye Tuck-Po, Dr Molly
Lee and Dr Chistopher Chong Eu
Choong.
Ch’ng Teng Liang was elected
honorary auditor.
In his keynote address, Loh focussed on the simmering tensions
between old and new politics in
Malaysia: ‘old’ referring to the
ethnic-based crony-ridden nonAliran Monthly : Vol.32(10) Page 39

Loh also noted it had
been a most eventful
year for Aliran. The society had
presented submissions to the
Parliamentary Select Committee
on Electoral Reforms, organised
Duduk Bantah 3.0 at the Penang
Esplanade, which drew 10,000
people and held a forum on Elections and Democracy which featured Ambiga Sreenevasan as
the main speaker. Aliran also
held a high-tea in Penang on the
day after Bersih 3.0 when national laureate Pak Samad Said
spoke about his experience in
KL and read a poem.
Dr Mustafa K Anuar
Honorary Secretary
25 November 2012

NEW POLITICS

Arrival of
undermines

New
the

Politics
Old Politics

Umno-BN continues to manipulate ethno-religious issues to
delay the emergence of a New Politics that is associated with
justice, equality and freedom, and the push towards a more
democratic two-party system
by Dr Francis Loh

n recent months and
years, there have occurred vicious attacks
and actions taken
against people and groups who
have stood up for justice, equality
and freedom. In the course of
2012, the leaders of Bersih 2.0 and
Duduk Bantah 3.0 were system-

I

atically attacked. We also witnessed
attacks
against
Tenaganita
leader
Irene
Fernandez who was campaigning
for greater justice for migrant
workers. Perkasa condemned her
as ‘anti-national’ and demanded
that her citizenship be revoked.
There has also occurred a cam-
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paign against the Member of Parliament and PKR vice-president
Nurul Izzah Anwar, who has
been accused of supporting apostasy for Muslims, something she
had not said whatsoever.

Continued on page 32

